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Beginning AndroidApress, 2009
Learn how to develop applications for Android mobile devices using simple examples, ready to run with your copy of the SDK. Author and Android columnist, writer, developer, and community advocate Mark L Murphy shows you what you need to know to get started on programming Android applications–everything from crafting GUIs to...
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Handbook of Research on Wireless Multimedia: Quality of Service and SolutionsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
The recent rapid advances in wireless technologies have created a demand for high quality multimedia applications and services. These advanced multimedia applications give rise to a new set of challenges in providing Quality of Service (QoS) when delivering these services over wireless networks.
The Handbook of Research on Wireless...
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Microbiology in Action (Studies in Biology)Cambridge University Press, 1999


	When we wrote Introductory Microbiology some very hard decisions had to be

	made concerning the contents of the book. We were constrained by the style

	of the Studies in Biology series to write a book of no more than 200 pages. In

	the end, we decided that students needed a description of what microorganisms

	were and how they can...
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Beginning Android 2Apress, 2010

	The Android development platform, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, is a platform in its truest sense, encompassing hundreds of classes beyond the traditional Java classes and open source components that ship with the SDK.


	With Beginning Android 2, you’ll learn how to develop applications for Android...
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Inside Cisco IOS Software Architecture (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 2000
An essential guide to understanding the Cisco IOS architecture
In-depth coverage of Cisco's IOS Software architecture provides crucial information to:

	Prevent network problems and optimize performance through more efficient design and configuration
	Isolate and resolve network problems more quickly and...
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Correspondents: A NovelGrove Press, 2019

	“Murphy artfully connects multiple narratives to produce a sprawling tale of love, family, duty, war, and displacement. It is above all a stinging indictment of the ill-fated war in Iraq and the heavy tolls it continues to exact on its people.”?Khaled Hosseini, author of The Kite Runner
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